Porcelain tiles

Glossy tiles
Group: Blb
(Water absorption between 0.5%≤E≤3%)

Natural tiles
Group: Bla
(Water absorption < 0.5%)

Technical features glazed porcelain stoneware.
Conforming to Standards EN 14411 ISO 9001:2008 APP . G (Group Bla GL)

Technical features glazed porcelain stoneware.
Conforming to Standards EN 14411 ISO 9001:2008 APP . G (Group Bla GL)

ISO 10545-3: Determining water absorption.
UNE-EN ISO 10545-4: Determining resistance to cleaning products and swimming pool reagents.
UNE-EN-ISO 10545-7: Determining resistance to the surface abrasion.
UNE-EN 67101: Determining resistance to scratch.
ASTM C-1028-96: Determining coefficient of friction.

Dry: 0.70  Wet: 0.40

Technical features glazed porcelain stoneware.
Conforming to Standards EN 14411 ISO 9001:2008 APP . G (Group Bla GL)
Sublime PORCELAIN

Sublime Brillo (Glossy) RECTIFIED EDGE
24” x 24”
Sublime Natural RECTIFIED EDGE
24” x 24”

Sublime Brillo (Glossy) RECTIFIED EDGE
12” x 24”
Sublime Natural RECTIFIED EDGE
12” x 24”

2x2 Mosaic Sublime Natural
(12”x12” Sheet)

Sublime Bullnose Brillo (Glossy)
3” x 24”
Sublime Bullnose Natural
3” x 24”

NOTE: GROUT REQUIRED FOR RECTIFIED EDGE TILE, 1/2 BROKEN JOINT NOT RECOMMENDED